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Background
Since 2010, UK NEQAS Parasitology has been
offerring an ISO 17043 accredited EQA scheme
for malaria diagnosis using liquid (lysed) blood
for rapid diagnostic tests (RDT).
These tests rely on the presence of specific
malaria antibodies which react to
complementary malaria antigens in the test
specimen and cause a visible colour change on
the strip, if malaria antigen is present.
In a routine laboratory for clinical diagnostics,
RDTs are carried out using whole, fresh blood.
This is not possible for UK NEQAS since
specimens have to be processed and dispensed
at least 6 weeks prior to distribution to
participating national and international labs.

Since malaria antigens degrade over time
during prolonged storage in whole and lysed
blood, UK NEQAS decided to compare lysed
blood with freeze-dried blood stored at
different temperatures over a six month period
to assess if blood that is freeze-dried after it is
fully lysed is a more stable matrix in which to
send the specimens out for assessment within
the malaria rapid scheme, compared to just
lysed blood.
Also, freeze dried blood would be more stable
in transit to global labs and would negate the
need for a cold chain.

Methods
Blood samples for distribution are acquired from
patients with malaria parasites; and mixed with
out of date blood transfusion samples that are
negative for malaria antigens. This mimic sclinical
samples.

Results
3 distributions have been sent up to January 2018, using freeze
dried blood as specimen matrix. The specimens have consisted
of P. falciparum, P. knowlesi and negative samples.

0.5 mL aliquots were freeze dried to prepare the
EQA samples.

Overall performance of participants for negative and P.
falciparum specimens have been excellent (over 94% correct
results).

The lysed and freeze-dried pairs of each specimen
were tested in duplicate under each storage
parameter, consisting of five different
temperatures for four different lengths of time,
giving 20 unique conditions.

Performance of participants for P. knowlesi was poor (54%) but
that was a reflection of limitation of the RDT kits and the way
they are used.

Specimens were analysed using the three kits most
commonly used by participants of the scheme:
CareStart, Optimal IT and Binax Now.

Results
Freeze-dried specimens prepared using positive
clinical specimens are stable at all studied
temperatures for up to 12 months.
Freeze-dried negative blood specimens are stable
at all studied temperatures for up to 6 months.
Storing at -80° or -20°C was the optimal
temperature, particularly for prolonged periods of
time.

Results

Overall performance of freeze dried specimens was comparable
to liquid blood specimens with respect to performance at
various parasitaemia levels, identifying different malaria
species and ease of use with various RDT kits.

Freeze dried samples

Conclusion
Freeze dried blood is a suitable specimen matrix as its
performance is comparable to liquid blood.
Participants found the sample matrix convenient to
process in their lab.
The matrix was stable during transport to participants.
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